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About This Game

This is an indie platformer game in which you have to jump from moving platforms, you'll get more points if you reach more
distant platformers, and it is a infinity gameplay, and apart from that, it is a random gameplay, so there is a lot possibilities.

What to expect:

-Infinity and random gameplay full of possibilities.

-Good soundtrack during gameplay

-Cyberpunk esthetic

How to play:

-Mouse to move and mouse buttons to select in menu

-Space to jump during gameplay.
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Intriguing game. Could use mechanics to keep track of who wrote what week to week / what you even published.. This ship used
to be craftable in game. I love her model and her impact for the American wars against the British can not be weighed. She ran
goods from France to the early North American Colonies.

A very nice looking ship indeed and a 12 pound 5th rate, she is a joy to sail and not hard to have fun in... the Belle Poule in
game is a bit stronger than her in my opinion... but in the skilled hands of a good player.... she is a match for any 5th rate in
game as of now. Remember... skill will generally win against quality.. This game will ♥♥♥♥ your♥♥♥♥♥♥up.. I really enjoy
this route though the ride is slow-the engine is interesting to drive and the ability of passangers to signal their wish to stop is fun.
The scenery is great.. This is the kind of stuff that ruins the reputation of Steam. I only tossed a few quarters at this to see if this
was real. I guess the developer is laughing all the way to the bank - but at what cost?. Good fun game, But there's a bad lag issue
and my PC is a beast!

When your at 120+ fps and then it drop's down to 13 fps... There's an issue... Pleasant little puzzle game. 2nd day after release
and there are already only 2 players online. Don't waste your money on this.. This is a classical 2d top-down shooter. I really like
the fact that game speed is not frenetic, so I have time to dodge enemy attacks, change weapons and throw flare to light dark
rooms. I tried the "Normal Mode" but it seems "Hard Mode" to me, so I've started over again in "Easy Mode" and fun was
boosted a lot <3

I think it worth the price at 40% discont (or more).
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The game leaves you wishing there was more of it.
The game got a comedy theme so the story shouldn't be taken very seriously. A classic point and click feeling with good puzzles
and artwork, this game shouldn't be missed by any adventure games fan.. This game is a history oriented virsion of RTW. You
can use the famous Alexander The great of macedon.The game had limited faction for there are only 4. But it includes
alexanders greatest pains such as the persians. You can travel through the east as alexander in his quest to conqure. This game
will not last long but it wil be fun to play here and there, steam users (like myself) can buy the full RTW pack and get this game
for free :). The pack costs 10 u.s.a dollars.. nekli el pc inik wallah zok omou. fixed up my bug problem game has alot of thought
and potential put into it and i would like to keep seeing what comes in the future updates.. I was first introduced to the series via
Guacamelee: Super Turbo Championship Edition. I played that game with a friend, and I'm pretty sure we finished it in a couple
of Saturday afternoons. This game I finished alone in about the same amount of time.

Pretty much everything from that game makes an appearance in the sequel, save for the 'Intenso' mechanic. That's a good thing,
because Intenso trivialized most of the combat. Removing that puts the focus back on the 'combat puzzle' again.

Combat in this game is as fun as the first. The simple beat'm'up combos are just varied enough to be interesting, without getting
overwhelming. The excellent wrinkle this time is that you're now just as capable in chicken form (perhaps more so) as you are
in human form. This leads to more fun twists on fights, switching between the two forms as appropriate, watching that combo
meter climb up. I feel like there are more boxed-in arenas in which the combat is used, too. That's good and bad. More combat
is fun, but it did start to feel like it was just padding out the game toward the end, with similar arenas popping up.

The somewhat controversial change this time around is that platforming challenges are now very much present in the world. I
wouldn't say that they're terribly much harder than they were in the first game, but because there are now more platforming
mechanics, there's more that the designers could use in the platforming puzzles, and that can be seen as exerting more cognitive
load compared to the first game. Coming from STCE, I'd say that some of the overworld challenges for the 'special key' can be
about on par with trying to 'gold' some of the challenge rooms in El Infierno in that game. In my opinion, none of those got
frustratingly challenging. The ultimate platforming challenge in this go-round is far more based on timing, however. I don't
recall any of the challenge rooms in the first game demanding much in the way of precision on timing. Don't get me wrong,
these can get tough as nails, but they're neither required for story progression, nor punishing enough to get frustrating.

(Side note: i haven't purchased or played either of the DLCs for this game, so I don't know how those challenge rooms
compare.)

The game cribs an interesting mechanic from Celeste: There are 'refresher orbs' that replenish energy and refill all abilities when
you touch them. Normally, once a move (such as the uppercut) is used, it can't be used again until you touch the ground. Now
that move can be done again either by landing or by touching a refresher orb. This leads to some fun (again, end-game)
sequences wherein you spend most of the time above the ground, bounding from orb to orb and completing a challenge. It's
satisfying, and there's not much penalty for failure. Either a death or a setback of around 30 seconds of progress.

I'm not spending much time talking about the story, because there's really not much to say. The atmosphere is charming as usual,
and the writing is distinctly 'cartoony,' which is nothing different from the first game. Also like the first game, the main
antagonist isn't particularly compelling. What disappointed me here is that his lieutenants aren't nearly as fun as the ones in
STCE. I remember the game spending a good deal of time building up the lieutenants in STCE, but that seems to have been
saved for just one of those lieutenants this time.

As with the first game, most of the comedy is one-off jokes here and there, and there are plenty of image-based memes living in
the background. It's good for a chuckle.

There's some good music, but I didn't feel nearly as engaged with it as the music in STCE. There's one very good boss track, but
unfortunately there's just the one. I was hoping for some cool themes for each, but alas.

Overall, it feels like Drinkbox spent their time in the right place when iterating on STCE: new platforming mechanics, new
combat mechanics, and interesting challenges for each. And at 20 dollars for around 10 hours to 100% the game, I think it's an
easy buy. But there's enough familiarity there that you'll wonder how much is really new. I hope they'll spend some time refining
the storytelling and level design a bit for the next go-around.
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